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INTRODUCTION 
ONE OF the primary motivations for this paper is Bott’s vanishing theorem[21: 
THEOREM. lf I is an r-dimensional completely integrable Pfajian system on an n-manifold M,, 
i.e. 1 is an integrable subbundle of the cotangent bundle of M,, of rank r, then 
where 
Pont’ (I) = 0 for j > 2r, 
Pont’ (I) = Pont (I) II H’(M,, R). 
The interest in this theorem is that the hypothesis of complete integrability is a differential 
property of the subbundle and thus the theorem can not be handled by standard techniques in 
fibre bundle theory. Now the notion of complete integrability is only a specific case of a much 
more general phenomenon associated to any Pfaffian system. To describe the more general 
situation, let us recall that any Pfaffian system on M,, has associated to it a flag of subsystems 
(which are not necessarily of constant rank), called the derived flag. We believe that, when these 
systems are required to be of constant rank, characteristic classes will vanish. We note that Bott’s 
theorem is of this type. 
In this paper, we consider the case of certain codimension 2Pfaffian systems, namely, those 
oftype(O,l,... ,1,2)andthoseoftype(l,... , 1,2). As an example of the type of result we have 
found consider a two-dimensional Pfaffian system Z on a 4-manifold M, of type (0, 1, 1,2). The 
type number of a Pfaffian system will be explained in fulI detail in 01, but for the sake of our 
example here suffice it to say that our type number estriction on I is equivalent to assuming that 
the largest completely integrable subsystem of I is the zero subsystem. It turns out in this case 
that a necessary condition for M, to admit such a system is that Pont (MJ = 0. Similar esults are 
obtained for the other systems on higher-dimensional manifolds mentioned above. 
We will follow [ll for the theory of bundles used here and [3] for the theory of G-structures. 
11. PFAFFIAN SYSTEMS 
We review some of the basic notions of Pfaffian systems which appear in our results. 
Definition 1. A Pfaffian system on M. is a C”(M,)-submodule ofthe C’(M)-module of allglobal 
linear differential forms on M., denoted T*(M,). 
Let I be a Pfaffian system on M, and U an open neighborhood on M,, then we let lu denote 
the C”(u)-module obtained by restricting the one forms of Z to U. 
Definition 2. A Pfaffian system I on M, is said to have dimension r at a point p in M,, if there 
exists a neighborhood U of p and r one-forms {o’, . . . , wr} defined on U which generate lu and 
such that {o’}, are linearly independent for all 4 in U. 
Definition 3. A Pfaffian system I on M, is said to be of constant point rank if the dimension is 
defined at every point p in M. and is constant. 
Now as was stated in the introduction, Bott’s theorem as well as most theorems in differential 
geometry involving differential systems at present, handle only the more restricted type of 
Pfaffian system described in Definition 3 above. One reason for this is that not many techniques 
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are available to handle the more general types of systems described in Definition 1 above. Now 
from our point of view another eason for restricting our study to the constant point rank systems 
is that in general one does not expect opological obstructions to Pfaffian systems which can have 
singularities. Thus to force topological obstructions it is natural to assume that the Pfaffian 
systems under consideration have constant point rank. 
Now given any Pfaffian system Z on M,, we consider the exterior derivative applied to the 
one-forms of I: 
d : I + A*I’*(M,). 
Now if o is in Z and f is in C”(M.), dcfo) = fdw + df A o shows that d is not linear over 
C”(M,). Now let 7: r*(M.)+T*(M.)/I be the natural projection. Then letting A ‘(P): 
A*T*(M,)+ A*(T*(M.)/Z) be the second exterior power of 7~, the composition Z5 A*I’*(M,) - 
2 A'(r*(M.)/I) is linear over C”(M.). We will denote the composition of A 2(r) with d by 8. 
Since 6 is linear, the image of Z under 8 is a C”(M.)-module which we denote by dl mod Z, and 
the kernel of 6 is a C”(M,,)-submodule of Z which we denote by I”‘. The submodule I”’ is called 
the first derived system of Z, and we have a short exact sequence: O+Z”‘+Z A dl mod Z +O. 
Definition 4. Let Z be a Pfaffian system, the rth. derived system I”’ is defined inductively by 
O-,Z”‘-,Z”-“adz”-1’ mod Z”-“+O. 
Now as we have pointed out above, our point of view dictates that we assume that this flag of 
subsystems are all constant point rank. We note that this is exactly the case in Bott’s vanishing 
theorem mentioned in the introduction. The Pfaffian systems considered by Bott are of course 
constant point rank and the hypothesis of complete integrability is equivalent to I”‘= I. 
An immediate consequence of the definition above is the existence of a smallest integer N 
such that either ZcN’ = {0} or ZcN+” =ZtN’. The increasing sequence of C”(M.)-submodules, 
Z (N’ . . , I”‘, Z is called the derived flag of I. 
how we may define integers associated to a Pfaffian system Z, whose derived flag has length 
N, by 
PO = dim ZcN’, 
PN_i = codim of Z”“’ in Z”’ = dim Zci’/Zci+“, 
PN+, = codim of Z, 
and we say the Pfaffian system Z has type (PO,. . . , PN,PN+,). For example, the type of the 
Pfaffian systems considered by Bott is (r, n - r). Now we note that the type of a Pfaffian system 
is not arbitrary, a fact which is exhibited by the following[4]: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let Z be a Pfafian system on M, of type (PO,. . . , P,,PN+I) then for 
-lsisN-1 
Pf”_i_, 5 PN_i(PN_i+, + * ’ * + PN + PN,,) + p;-i 
( > 
Now if we are considering an n-dimensional Pfaffian system on an (n +2)-manifold, this 
inequality ields (for i = - 1), dim I”’ 2 n - 1. Thus, dim I”’ = n, which implies Z is completely 
integrable or dim I”’ = n - 1, i.e. PN = 1. 
It can be shown that the Pfaffian systems of codimension 2 and derived length N 2 1 are 
partitioned into 2 classes [4]: 
Cluss (A). The type is of the form (PO, 1,. . . , 1,2). These have been studied by Goursat and a 
theorem due to von Weber asserts that locally there exists (N + PO + 2) independent functions l-r, 
ZI, . . . ZPut y, y1.. . , yN) such that locally Z has a basis {dz,, . . . , da=,, dy - y,dx, dyl -y&x, . . . , 
dyN -I - y&X}. 
C&s (B). The type has the form (PO, . . . , PN-,,,, 2, 1, . . . , 1, 2). 
We will see that topological obstructions exist to the Class (A) systems with PO= 0 or 
P,= 1. 
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We will show here how the hypothesis of constant point rank derived flag for a codimension 2 
system on an (n +2)-manifold AL+& > 2) of type (pO, 1, . . . , 1,2) with p. = 0 or 1, or of type (0, 
1, 1, 2) for n = 2 forces topological restrictions on Mn+2. 
If I is a system on Mm+* of either of these types, we may choose a covering {U, V, . . .} of 
M,,,, along with a row vector of forms ou = (ou’, . . . , OU”“) on each element U of the covering, 
such that {w”‘} (1~ i 5 n + 2) gives a basis for T*(U) and so that I”” = {o”‘, . . . , OU”-‘1, 
0 5 j 5 n - 1, where, of course, I”” = 1. The resulting transition functions guv for this coframing, 
defined by ov = o”g”, will be in the subgroup of G&n + 2, R) of matrices of the form of Fig. 1. 
*s...* 
* . 
. . 
0 
Fig. I. 
r(: + 
c * 
Now let 
do”“-’ = Aw”” A a”“+’ + Bw”” r, uUncZ mod I”‘“. 
In all cases, A and B will never be simultaneously zero by the way we have chosen our 
coframing. Consider the following change of basis 
w’ = wi, lIi<n, 
--n+, 0 = Aon+’ + Bw”+2, (1) 
-n+* = 0 - Bon+’ + Awn+‘, 
where we have dropped reference to the set U with the understanding that we are making the 
same change on each set of our covering. We note that the matrix of change of basis is an element 
of the subgroup of Gl(n + 2, R) mentioned above. 
Then we have 
do n-l ~ @” h un+l, mod I”‘, 
where we have dropped the bars. 
Now suppose Cl II V# 4 and let 
WV n--l s aw”“-‘, 
uvn = bou”, 
ov “+’ E cuun + eou”+’ + jmUn+2 I 
mod I”’ 
mod I”’ 
on U n V. Then we will have 
&-’ E mvn ,j Ok”+’ 
= bee”” A w”“+’ + bfw,” A UU~+’ I 
On the other hand, 
mod I”‘. 
mod I”’ 
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which implies bf = 0 and since b # 0 we have f = 0, and so our co-framing transforms by upper 
triangular matrices in Gl(n + 2, R), which we will denote by T.+2. 
Now if we choose any Riemannian metric on M,+? and apply the Gram-Schmidt 
orthogonalization process on each element of the cover, noting that the matrix of change of basis 
for this process is in T,, +Z, we have orthogonal {wi} transforming by elements in TmeZ. Now choose 
(5’ = (l/llo’ll)wi. We then have a coframing transforming by elements in 7’.+t n O(n + 2, R), which 
is easily seen to be matrices of the form of Fig. 2. 
t 
+I 
Fig. 2. . 
Thus since the structure group of F(M,+J reduces to a finite group we have 
THEOREM 1. IfM.+Z (n I 2) admits an n-dimensional Pfafian system oftye (0, I,, , , m 1,2) or 
M,+? (n > 2) admits an n-dimensional Pfafian system of type (1, . . . , 1, 2) then Pont (Mn+J 
canishes. 
We mention in passing that if M,+? is as above and is oriented then its oriented tangent bundle 
admits a subbundle of odd dimension and thus the Euler characteristic e(M.+J = 0. 
Now the question arises as to whether the differential properties of the subbundles mentioned 
in Theorem 1 are really the cause of the characteristic lasses vanishing. The vanishing of the 
Euler class mentioned above is purely topological. Thus, we might ask the following: if M,+z 
admits a ‘-plane field whose annihilator in T*(M,+?) splits as the sum of line bundles, does this 
imply the vanishing of the Pontryagin classes? To answer this question, we give the following 
example: 
Consider the complex 2-manifold S* x MZ, where Mz is a surface of genus 2. Then 
e(S’ x M2) -4 and the index I(9 x Ml) = 0. 
Now if we blow up a point on a complex 2-manifold, the Euler characteristic goes up by one 
and the index also changes by one. 
Thus, blow up four points on S’x Mz and call the resulting complex 2-manifold M. Then 
e(M) = 0 and Z(M) # 0, thus P,(M) # 0. Now, since e(M) = 0, M admits a nonvanishing vector 
field X. Then using the complex structure J on M we get a second vector field Y = J(X), which is 
easily seen to be independent of X. Now let F = {X, Y} and take any metric on M. Let F’ be the 
2-plane field orthogonal to F. Then F’ is a 2-plane field whose annihialator in T*(M) (which will 
be isomorphic to F) is the direct sum of line bundles, yet as we saw above P,(M) # 0. 
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